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Getting into the Vortex
Sunlight is beginning to spill across the Malibu coastline as I begin this Preface. And the deep
indigo tint of the Pacific Ocean at this time of the morning seems to match the depth of
pleasure I'm feeling as I'm imagining the value you're about to receive from the revelations
within this book. Ask and It Is Given is certainly a book about our ''asking'' being answered by
All-That-Is. But it's primarily about how whatever we're asking for is being given to us - and it's
also the first book to ever, in such clear terminology, give us the simple practical formula for
how to ask for, and then how to receive, whatever we want to be, do, or have. Decades ago,
while searching for plausible answers to my never-ending quest to know what ''It'' is all about, I
discovered the word ineffable (meaning ''incapable of being expressed in words''). Ineffable
coincided with a conclusion I'd formed relative to It. I had decided that the closer we get to
knowing the ''Non-Physical,'' the fewer words we have for clearly expressing It. And so, any
state of complete knowing would also, therefore, be a state of ineffability. In other words, at this
point in our time-space reality the Non-Physical cannot be clearly expressed with physical
words. Throughout physical history, we've evolved to, through, and into billions of philosophies,
religions, opinions, and beliefs. Yet, with the billions upon billions of thinkers thinking,
concluding, and passing their beliefs on to the next generations, we have not - at least not in
any words we can agree on - found physical words to express the Non-Physical. This book
offers you a hands-on course in spiritual practicality. It's a how-to book in the broadest sense of
the term - that is, how to be, do, or have anything that pleases you. This book also teaches you
how not to be, do, or have anything that displeases you.----Jerry

Keep Going
Living a better-feeling life really comes down to one thing only: coming into alignment with the
Energy of our Source. Abraham reminds us that we are truly Source Energy focused into our
physical bodies, and that a conscious Connection to that Broader Non-Physical part of us is
necessary if we are to be the joyful Beings that we were born to be. Abraham calls that
wonderful alignment Getting into the Vortex. Through a series of Leading Edge books (New
York Times bestsellers), Abraham has emphasized the importance of our conscious alignment
with the Source within us. They have let us know that our natural state of Being is inside our
Vortex of Creation in complete alignment with Source Energy—and that every aspect of our
physical experience reflects our alignment with, or resistance to, that Connection.
Everything—from the physical well-being of our bodies, the clarity of our minds, and the
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abundance we allow to flow, to the satisfaction in every relationship we experience—is impacted
by our all-important relationship with our Vortex. Abraham has helped us to understand that
our dominant intent in every day is to get into the Vortex! And now, they have lovingly and
specifically guided Jerry and Esther Hicks in the creation of an innovative and valuable tool
that promises to get us into the Vortex right now . . . and that tool is enclosed in the Getting into
the Vortex User Guide in the form of a 70-minute audio download. This unique recording
contains four powerfully guided daily meditations that have been designed to get you into the
Vortex of Creation in four basic areas of your life: • General Well-Being • Financial Well-Being
• Physical Well-Being • Relationships. Jerry and Esther are thrilled to offer this powerful, firstof-its kind, musically scored, breath-enhancing, user-friendly tool from Abraham that will get
you into the Vortex.

Ask and It Is Given
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing
humanity in this collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired
the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters
and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrouslooking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.
The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And
look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in
October 2020!

Your Word is Your Wand
This information-packed little book,which presents the teachings of the nonphysical entity
Abraham, will help you learn how to manifest your desires so that you’re living the joyous and
fulfilling life you deserve. Each day, you’ll come to understand how your relationships, health
issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the Universal laws that govern
your time-space reality—and you’ll discover powerful processes that will help you go with the
positive flow of life. So start making your dreams a reality . . . right now!

The Power of Intention, Gift Edition
A fully illustrated, interactive guide explores the complicated, dense material of mysticism,
philosophy, and quantum physics, boiling it down to easy to understand, practical advice.
Movie tie-in. Reprint. 100,000 first printing. $75,000 ad/promo.

Money, and the Law of Attraction
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200
difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the popular
website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist. There’s a reason Alison
Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they
simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to
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say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trashtalk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work •
your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday
party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison
Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are
not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you
far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s
Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the
most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and
a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and
The Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a
Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or even, let’s
be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling author of The LifeChanging Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

Ask and It Shall Be Given
Sunday Times #1 bestseller and long–awaited follow–up to the #1 bestselling Stop Talking,
Start Doing You can think big or you can think small, it all starts in the mind. What have you got
to lose? If you aim for the stars you might just get there. Sometimes it pays off to think BIG and
Richard Newton is here to get us thinking on a bigger scale than we ever imagined. With the
right thinking tools and the right approach you can release your inspiration and creativity, reset
your ambition and direct your attention to the things that truly matter to you. And that can
change your life. Short and punchy with quick tips and inspiring graphics, The Little Book of
Thinking Big will have your imagination, creativity and determination firing on all cylinders.
You?ll come away with a set of BIG goals to fuel and drive your BIG life. Here’s where it starts.
This is a reset button. Push it. Think bigger.

The Last Wish
This book presents the powerful basics of the original Teachings of Abraham. Within these
pages, you’ll learn how all things, wanted and unwanted, are brought to you by this most
powerful law of the universe, theLaw of Attraction.(that which is like unto itself is drawn).
You’ve most likely heard the saying "Like attracts like," "Birds of a feather flock together," or "It
is done unto you as you believe" (a belief is only a thought you keep thinking); and although
the Law of Attractionhas been alluded to by some of the greatest teachers in history, it has
never before been explained in as clear and practical terms as in this latest book by New York
Timesbest-selling authors, Esther and Jerry Hicks. Learn here about the omnipresent Laws
that govern this Universe and how to make them work to your advantage. The understanding
that you’ll achieve by reading this book will take all the guesswork out of daily living. You’ll
finally understand just about everything that’s happening in your own life as well as in the lives
of those you’re interacting with. This book will help you to joyously be, do, or have anything
that you desire!

The Gospel According to Matthew
The Teachings of Abraham® will help you learn how to manifest your desires so that you're
living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve.As you read, you'll come to understand how your
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relationships, health issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the
Universal laws that govern your time/space reality - and you'll discover powerful processes that
will help you go with the positive flow of life. It's your birthright to live a life filled with everything
that is good - and this book will show you how to make it so in every way!

Ask and it is Given
Part two of the literary sci-fi thriller follows a boy and a girl who are caught in a warring town
where thoughts can be heard – and secrets are never safe. Reaching the end of their flight in
The Knife of Never Letting Go, Todd and Viola did not find healing and hope in Haven. They
found instead their worst enemy, Mayor Prentiss, waiting to welcome them to New
Prentisstown. There they are forced into separate lives: Todd to prison, and Viola to a house of
healing where her wounds are treated. Soon Viola is swept into the ruthless activities of the
Answer, while Todd faces impossible choices when forced to join the mayor’s oppressive new
regime. In alternating narratives the two struggle to reconcile their own dubious actions with
their deepest beliefs. Torn by confusion and compromise, suspicion and betrayal, can their
trust in each other possibly survive?

Manifest Your Desires
This book offers you, the reader, a thoughtful and inspired formula for generating appreciation,
happiness, and good feelings-deftly blended into the uplifting story of a plucky, inquisitive girl
named Sara; and her teacher, an ethereal owl named Solomon. There's something in Sara for
any child, adult, or teen pursuing joy and meaning . . . and searching for answers about life,
death, and the desires of the heart. It's filled with techniques and processes for making one's
dreams come true . . . especially yours! Sara and Solomon will delight and enchant you!

The Little Book of Thinking Big
Radical Candor is the sweet spot between managers who are obnoxiously aggressive on the
one side and ruinously empathetic on the other. It is about providing guidance, which involves
a mix of praise as well as criticism, delivered to produce better results and help employees
develop their skills and boundaries of success. Great bosses have a strong relationship with
their employees, and Kim Scott Malone has identified three simple principles for building better
relationships with your employees: make it personal, get stuff done, and understand why it
matters. Radical Candor offers a guide to those bewildered or exhausted by management,
written for bosses and those who manage bosses. Drawing on years of first-hand experience,
and distilled clearly to give actionable lessons to the reader, Radical Candor shows how to be
successful while retaining your integrity and humanity. Radical Candor is the perfect handbook
for those who are looking to find meaning in their job and create an environment where people
both love their work, their colleagues and are motivated to strive to ever greater success.

The Essential Law of Attraction Collection
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL
INDIE BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER #1 Indie Next Pick and #1
LibraryReads Pick - October 2020 Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple,
NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine A “Best Of” Book From: CNN *Amazon Editors * Goodreads
* Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary *
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Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books *
LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy
Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life
After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E.
Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never
Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain
to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries
and continents, across history and art, as a young woman learns how far she will go to leave
her mark on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles
across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Ask and it is Given
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe that allows the act of
creation to take place. This beautiful gift edition of Wayne’s international bestseller explores
intention—not as something we do—but as an energy we’re a part of. We’re all intended here
through the invisible power of intention—a magnificent field of energy we can access to begin
co-creating our lives! Part I deals with the principles of intention, offering true stories and
examples showing how to make the connection. Wayne identifies the attributes of the allcreating universal mind of intention as kind, loving, beautiful, expanding, endlessly abundant,
and receptive, emphasizing the importance of emulating this source of creativity. In Part II, he
offers an intention guide with specific ways to apply the co-creating principles in daily life. Part
III is an exhilarating description of Wayne’s vision of an individual connected at all times to the
universal mind of intention. "Intention is a force in the universe, and everything and everyone is
connected to this invisible force."

The Law of Attraction
What happens when you bring together one of the most inspirational spiritual teachers of all
time and the Master Sages of the Universe? A magical, insightful, invigorating encounter you
will never forget! In this awe-inspiring book based on a live event in Anaheim, California, Dr.
Wayne W. Dyer sits down with Esther Hicks and the wise Collective Consciousness known as
Abraham. Wayne asks all the questions he has accumulated from his more than 40 years of
teaching others about self-reliance and self-discovery, and Abraham delivers the answers we
all need to hear. Topics include: • Parenting, parents, and the continuum of life • Can we reach
the state of "love that has no opposite"? • Dharma, destiny, and being on your path • Dealing
with bad news • Are there ascended masters and guides? • Monsanto and GMOs • and many
more! While Wayne and Esther have been friends for years, this is the first time that he
engages with Abraham in an extended dialogue about life’s many lessons and perplexing
questions. Read this book and experience this extraordinary meeting of the minds for yourself!

The Astonishing Power of Emotions
These beautiful cards capture the essence of the life-changing, best-selling book Ask and It Is
Given.You will experience an enhancing of your personal power, which may, at first, seem
illogical or even magical, as the Energy Stream from which these cards have come dovetails
with the true essence of your own being. As you return for frequent visits to these beautiful
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cards, you will begin to notice a definite closing of the gap between where you are and where
you want to be on all subjects that are important to you.

WHEREAS
Sunlight is beginning to spill across the Malibu coastline as I begin this Preface. And the deep
indigo tint of the Pacific Ocean at this time of the morning seems to match the depth of
pleasure I'm feeling as I'm imagining the value you're about to receive from the revelations
within this book. Ask and It Is Given is certainly a book about our ''asking'' being answered by
All-That-Is. But it's primarily about how whatever we're asking for is being given to us - and it's
also the first book to ever, in such clear terminology, give us the simple practical formula for
how to ask for, and then how to receive, whatever we want to be, do, or have. Decades ago,
while searching for plausible answers to my never-ending quest to know what ''It'' is all about, I
discovered the word ineffable (meaning ''incapable of being expressed in words''). Ineffable
coincided with a conclusion I'd formed relative to It. I had decided that the closer we get to
knowing the ''Non-Physical,'' the fewer words we have for clearly expressing It. And so, any
state of complete knowing would also, therefore, be a state of ineffability. In other words, at this
point in our time-space reality the Non-Physical cannot be clearly expressed with physical
words. Throughout physical history, we've evolved to, through, and into billions of philosophies,
religions, opinions, and beliefs. Yet, with the billions upon billions of thinkers thinking,
concluding, and passing their beliefs on to the next generations, we have not - at least not in
any words we can agree on - found physical words to express the Non-Physical. This book
offers you a hands-on course in spiritual practicality. It's a how-to book in the broadest sense of
the term - that is, how to be, do, or have anything that pleases you. This book also teaches you
how not to be, do, or have anything that displeases you.----Jerry

The Vortex
R.T. France's study of Matthew's Gospel is a contribution to the Tyndale New Testament
Commentaries, a popular commentary designed to help the general Bible reader understand
clearly what the text actually says and what it means, without undue recourse to scholarly
technicalities.

Communion with God
Neale Donald Walsch has changed the way the world thinks about God. His books have
beentranslated into twenty-five languages, and his Conversations With God series, book1,
book 2, and book 3, have all been New York Times bestsellers-book 1 for over two years. In
the Conversations books, Walsch shared with his readers the beginning of a sacred
relationship, as he began an exchange with God on everything from love and faith, to life and
death, and good and evil. And then, as Walsch recounted in Friendship with God, something
else extraordinary began to happen. His relationship with God began to strengthen and
deepen, just as our own relationships do, into a friendship. Now in Communion with God, his
most richly intimate book yet, Walsch discovers how to elevate that friendship to a state of
communion. In this blueprint for seekers, he reveals The Ten Illusions of Man-the
misconceptions we hold about ourselves and our world and our God. He describes with striking
clarity how we might heal the great divide that has arisen from these illusions. And as he
explores the true meaning of bringing God into our everyday lives, of having the courage of our
convictions. Walsch shows us that we can only break free from our illusions when we act
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always from a place of deep fellowship with all that is holy-a place of communion with God.

Radical Candor
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged
as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary
writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.

Ask a Manager
This leading-edge book by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present the teachings of the
nonphysical entity Abraham, is about having a deliberate intent for whatever you want in life,
while at the same time balancing your energy along the way. But it’s important to note that the
awareness of the need to balance your energy is much more significant than goal-setting or
focusing on ultimate desires. And it is from this very important distinction that this work has
come forth. As you come to understand and effectively practice the processes offered here,
you will not only achieve your goals and desired outcomes more rapidly, but you’ll enjoy every
single step along the path even before their manifestation. As such, you’ll find that the living of
your life is an ongoing journey of joy, rather than a series of long dry spells between occasional
moments of temporary satisfaction.

Ask and it is Given Cards
Abraham's teachings claim that all things wanted or unwanted are brought to a person through
the laws of attraction. Esther and Jerry Hicks lead listeners on a voyage of discovery,
explaining how focus and longing can lure the object of desire.

Excuses Begone!
The astonishing, powerful debut by the winner of a 2016 Whiting Writers' Award WHEREAS
her birth signaled the responsibility as mother to teach what it is to be Lakota therein the
question: What did I know about being Lakota? Signaled panic, blood rush my embarrassment.
What did I know of our language but pieces? Would I teach her to be pieces? Until a friend
comforted, Don’t worry, you and your daughter will learn together. Today she stood sunlight
on her shoulders lean and straight to share a song in Diné, her father’s language. To sing she
motions simultaneously with her hands; I watch her be in multiple musics. —from “WHEREAS
Statements” WHEREAS confronts the coercive language of the United States government in
its responses, treaties, and apologies to Native American peoples and tribes, and reflects that
language in its officiousness and duplicity back on its perpetrators. Through a virtuosic array of
short lyrics, prose poems, longer narrative sequences, resolutions, and disclaimers, Layli Long
Soldier has created a brilliantly innovative text to examine histories, landscapes, her own
writing, and her predicament inside national affiliations. “I am,” she writes, “a citizen of the
United States and an enrolled member of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, meaning I am a citizen of the
Oglala Lakota Nation—and in this dual citizenship I must work, I must eat, I must art, I must
mother, I must friend, I must listen, I must observe, constantly I must live.” This strident,
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plaintive book introduces a major new voice in contemporary literature.

The Saving Life of Christ
"Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to
you." Ask Seek Knock Wirebound Notebook with a green and gold cover.Ask and it will be
given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you.Perfect for
birthdays, wedding anniversaries, Christmas, Easter, Valentine's Day, Father's Day, Mother's
Day, school enrolment, confirmation, entry into professional life, the start of training, studies or
everyday life. Ask Seek Knock Wirebound Notebook, Ask Seek Knock bracelet, ask seek
knock wirebound notebook, ask seek knock journal, ask seek knock wall art, ask seek knock
gifts, ask seek knock notebook, ask seek knock wirebound notebook - matthew 7 7Are you
looking for a fun gift for someone close to you?This is a perfect blank, lined, ruled notebook for
boys, girls, men, women, children and Owl lovers. Great for taking down notes, reminders, and
crafting to-do lists. Also a great creativity gift for decoration or for a notebook for school or
office!This notebook is an excellent accessory for your desk at home or at the office.It's the
perfect travel size to fit in a laptop bag or backpack. Use it on the go and you will keep all of
your notes and reminders in organized in one place. Professionally designed this 6 x 9 inch
notebook provides the medium for you to detail your thoughts. Buy your notebook today and
begin to fill the pre-lined pages with your heart's desire.Your new notebook includes: cream
white paper 120 pages6 x 9 inch formatPaper color: cream paper

The Gospel According to Matthew
The teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham will help you learn how to manifest your
desires so that you're living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve. 50,000 first printing.
Original.

Ask Seek Knock
A searching consideration of the deeper meanings of the Christian life.

The Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent
Abraham, channeled through Esther Hicks, explains how to understand emotions and follow
the life-affirming guidance that they provide, in a book that discusses how to deal with thirtythree specific situations.

What the Bleep Do We Know!?TM
The world is crazy. Creative work is hard. And nothing is getting any easier! In his previous
books—Steal Like an Artistand Show Your Work!, New York Times bestsellers with over a
million copies in print combined—Austin Kleon gave readers the key to unlock their creativity
and then showed them how to share it. Now he completes his trilogy with his most inspiring
work yet. Keep Going gives the reader life-changing, illustrated advice and encouragement on
how to stay creative, focused, and true to yourself in the face of personal burnout or external
distractions. Here is how to Build a Bliss Station—a place or fixed period where you can
disconnect from the world. How to see that Every Day Is Groundhog Day—yesterday’s over,
tomorrow may never come, so just do what you can do today. How to Forget the Noun, Do the
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Verb—stop worrying about being a “painter” and just paint. Keep working. Keep playing. Keep
searching. Keep giving. Keep living. Keep Going. It’s exactly the message all of us need, at
exactly the right time.

A Happy Pocket Full of Money, Expanded Study Edition
"Do you believe in ghosts?" Annette just sort of blurted out. Sara and Seth both looked up with
surprise. "Well," Sara stalled, "I guess I do." She remembered the night Solomon had visited
her in her bedroom after Jason and Jimmy had shot him, but she hadn’t really thought about
him being a ghost that night; she’d just been so glad to see her beloved feathered friend. Sara
and Seth looked at each other. Both of them knew that if anything would fall into the category
of ghosts, Solomon would most likely be it, but they didn’t say anything, uncertain about telling
their new friend their special secret. "Well, do you believe in ghosts?" Seth asked, looking
intently at Annette’s serious face. Annette looked at Seth and then at Sara, who both sat
quietly, each waiting to hear the answer. "No, I just wondered if you did," Annette answered
abruptly. "Hey, let’s swing." And without taking the time to execute a perfectly calculated leap
from the platform as she usually did, Annette grabbed the swinging rope and jumped off as if
she couldn’t do so fast enough. . . .Get ready for an exciting new adventure in joy with Sara,
Seth, Solomon, and their new friend!

The Honeymoon Effect
This eBook edition of "Your Word is Your Wand" has been formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Contents: Success Prosperity Happiness
Love Marriage Forgiveness Words of Wisdom Faith Loss Debt Sales Interviews Guidance
Protection Memory The Divine Design Health Eyes Anaemia Ears Rheumatism False Growths
Heart Disease Animals The Elements Journey

Sara
“Every part of your life is experienced through the perspective of your physical body, and when
you feel good, everything you see looks better. And so, there are few things of greater value
than the achievement of health and physical well-being. “Not only does a good-feeling body
promote positive thoughts, but, also, positive thoughts promote a good-feeling body. It is our
expectation that as you ponder these cards, a new point of attraction will begin to be activated
within you that eventually can lead to a wonderful mood or attitude, for if you are able to find
feelings of relief even when your body is hurting or sick, you will find physical improvement,
because your thoughts create your reality.” — Esther & Jerry

Ask And It Is Given
Toss Out Those Tired Old ExcusesOnce and for All! Within the pages of this transformational
book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer reveals how to change the self-defeating thinking patterns that have
prevented you from living at the highest levels of success, happiness, and health. Even though
you may know what to think, actually changing those thinking habits that have been with you
since childhood might be somewhat challenging. If I changed, it would create family dramas I'm
too old or too young I'm far too busy and tired I can't afford the things I truly want It would be
very difficult for me to do anything differently and I've always been this way may all seem to be
true, but they're in fact just excuses. So the business of modifying habituated thinking patterns
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really comes down to tossing out the same tired old excuses and examining your beliefs in a
new and truthful light. In this groundbreaking work, Wayne presents a compendium of
conscious and subconscious crutches employed by virtually everyone, along with ways to cast
them aside once and for all. You'll learn to apply specific questions to any excuse, and then
proceed through the steps of a new paradigm. The old, habituated ways of thinking will melt
away as you experience the absurdity of hanging on to them. You'll ultimately realize that there
are no excuses worth defending, ever, even if they've always been part of your life-and the joy
of releasing them will resonate throughout your very being. When you eliminate the need to
explain your shortcomings or failures, you'll awaken to the life of your dreams. Excuses
Begone!

Health, and the Law of Attraction Cards
Offers guidance in using the principles of the "law of attraction" to attain physical and financial
well-being.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
This book, which presents the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham, will help you learn
how to manifest your desires so that you're living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve.
You'll come to understand how your relationships, health issues, finances, career concerns,
and more are influenced by the Universal laws that govern your time-space-reality and you'll
discover powerful processes that will help you go with the positive flow of life.--From publisher
description.

Co-creating at Its Best
Join the Movement. Ditch the Diet. Who's ready to stop thinking about weight loss? To free
their brain from thoughts about ketones, calories, and fasting? Who wants life to be more
effortless, energetic, and empowered? Welcome to a refreshing and gloriously unapologetic
conversation about health, fitness and habits. Award-winning trainer Oonagh Duncan cuts
through the wellness clutter to drop some truth bombs: it might not be six-pack abs you're
looking for — it might be happiness, confidence, and acceptance. But if losing your belly is what
you want, don't let anyone — including yourself — stop you from going after it. And she'll show
you how to make it happen. There's only one major difference between those rare unicorns
who have managed to lose weight and the rest of us: their habits. When you acknowledge that
following a diet is not getting you anywhere, and you make a few small changes to your
everyday routine, you'll find yourself happier and healthy as f*ck.

The Teachings of Abraham
Argues that couples can use a knowledge of quantum physics, biochemistry, and psychology
to create and maintain an intense loving relationship with their partner, similar to feelings
experienced on a honeymoon.

The Ask and the Answer
"Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For
everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to the one who knocks it will
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be opened." Matthew 7:7-8 Jesus made three specific promises about prayer: 1. Everyone
Asking in prayer will receive. 2. Everyone Seeking something in prayer will find what they are
looking for. 3. Everyone Knocking on spiritual doors in prayer will eventually see them opened.
With such an incredible guarantee, why are we not receiving everything we ask for? Either
Matthew 7:7-8 is not true, or we need to learn the true meaning of Asking, Seeking and
Knocking. It's time to take hold of the promise and begin Asking, Seeking and Knocking our
way toward guaranteed results! This book is divided into three sections, which examine
Asking, Seeking and Knocking, followed by a 7 day devotional.

Healthy as F*ck
"Includes the all-time international bestsellers: The law of attraction; Money, and the law of
attraction; The vortex."

Ask and It Is Given
It’s Not Just About the Money True wealth is not about buckets of cash. True wealth is not
about designer clothes. It is not about a new Mercedes. It is not about living in a palatial estate.
True wealth, asserts David Gikandi, is about discovering value within yourself and value within
other people. It is about a kind of conscious living that incorporates gratitude, a belief in
abundance, and the experience of joy. Based on the recent discoveries of theoretical physics
and a close reading of inspirational classics of the last century, Gikandi creates a new model
for the creation of personal wealth; a new model that shows readers how to create abundance
by saving, giving, offering charity, and building happy relationships. Learn to use an internal
mantra to build wealth consciousness. Practice conscious and deliberate thoughts and
intentions. Decide, define, and set goals you can believe in. Practice gratitude, giving, and
faith, and experience abundance and joy in your life. Includes a 16-page study guide—for
individuals and group use.

Sara
This Leading Edge work by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present The Teachings of Abraham,
will help you understand every relationship you are currently involved in as well as every
relationship you have ever experienced. This book uncovers a myriad of false premises that
are at the heart of every uncomfortable relationship issue, and guides you to a clear
understanding of the powerful creative Vortex that has already assembled the relationships
that you have desired. Abraham will show you how to enter that Vortex, where you will
rendezvous with everything and everyone you have been looking for. Included is a link to
download audio on the Law of Attraction!
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